**VARIOUS STANDARD WIRING DIAGRAMS #1**

**STANDARD WIRING FOR SINGLE**
S-100 / S-150 = out of production
Transensor
Lace Sensor

- **hot - to switch**
- **To Ground**

**STANDARD WIRING FOR HUMBUCKER**
D -100
D -150
Transensor
Lace Sensor

- **+ to switch**
- **connect and cover with electrical tape**
- **To Ground**

**STANDARD WIRING FOR HUMBUCKER INTO SINGLE COIL**
D -100
D -150
Transensor
Lace Sensor

- **+ to switch**
- **SPDT ON/ON MINI TOGGLE**
- **= ground**
- **to ground**
- **To Ground**

The Lace Sensor Dually can be Split into single top / both / single bottom by using the following method.